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We have prepared an atomic electron in a three-dimensionally localized wave packet that tr
along a highly eccentric orbit between the nucleus and a turning point approximately 1000 Å a
State preparation consisted of two distinct steps. First the electron wave function was localized
desired orbit by exciting a stationary extreme Stark state from then � 30 manifold of a sodium atom in
a dc electric field. Then the dynamic wave packet was formed by applying a terahertz electromag
half-cycle pulse polarized along the direction of the dc field. The localized state is an ideal starting
for further quantum control proceeding along classical orbits.

PACS numbers: 32.60.+ i, 32.80.Rm, 42.50.Ct
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One of the primary goals from the earliest days
atomic electron wave packet research has been to pro
a three-dimensionally localized wave packet moving alo
a classical orbit [1]. There have been a number of beau
experiments producing various types of electron w
packets with localization along either the radial or angu
coordinate [2]. There have also been experiments
two electron wave packets [3]. While there have be
a large number of theoretical studies of the properties
fully three-dimensionally localized wave packets [4], a
proposals for how this wave packet could be created [5
to our knowledge no one has reported the actual creatio
this wave packet. In this paper we describe an experim
in which we created such a wave packet and carried o
series of experiments to verify that the desired wave pa
was produced.

While the creation of this wave packet is importa
for studies of the classical limit of a highly excite
atom, it is perhaps more important because it offer
launching point for further research in quantum contr
The quantum mechanical electron has two complemen
descriptions: in terms of waves, or as an ensemble
particles. Previous techniques for quantum control h
dwelt on the wave properties of the quantum system
Here we emphasize the classical ensemble description

It has been shown that Rydberg wave packet states
sufficiently near to the classical limit in their properti
that an ensemble of particles following classical dyna
ics provides a very accurate description, so long as
ensemble does not shear all the way around the orbi
lowing quantum interference to occur [8]. Such descr
tions show the utility of studying ensembles of classi
particles for developing an intuition for wave packet ev
lution. In this regime the problem of quantum contr
reduces to the problem of controlling an ensemble
classical particles. If one wishes to control a class
ensemble of particles, moving them from their initial l
cations to some well-defined final location, the probl
is made much more difficult if the initial ensemble is t
spread out in phase space. In the spread wave packet
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ous members of the ensemble will react differently to a
control pulse depending on their individual initial cond
tions. An efficient strategy is first to localize the ensemb
and then to move the localized ensemble along a comm
path to the desired destination.

The technique that we used to make the thre
dimensionally localized wave packets was first presen
by Gaetaet al. [5] and consists of two distinct steps. Firs
one excites a particular Rydberg state that has a statio
wave function localized along the desired elliptical wa
packet trajectory [9]. Then one uses a short electrom
netic half-cycle pulse (HCP) polarized along the orbit
direction to further localize the wave function into
wave packet moving along the elliptical orbit. Previou
experiments have used HCPs [10] to excite dynamic wa
packets from initial, low-angular-momentum, energ
eigenstates [11]. However, because such initial sta
do not define a unique elliptic trajectory, the resultin
wave packets are not well localized and do not follow
elliptical orbit.

The proposed technique allows the production of wa
packets moving along elliptical orbits of arbitrary ecce
tricity, ranging from a circle to a line. The wave pack
that we chose to excite has a trajectory in the shape
the ellipse with the maximum eccentricity: a line on on
side of the atom’s core. Thus the first step was to excit
stationary state that was localized along this line. For h
drogenlike atoms, such states are eigenstates of the a
in a dc electric field that have the maximum Stark sh
For a givenn manifold (and for fields lower than the field
at which states from neighboring manifolds cross), the
are two such states. The highest energy state for the m
fold is called theblue state, while the lowest is called th
red state [12]. Note that, for a Stark field in the1z di-
rection, the blue state is confined to a line on the1z side
of the core, while the red state is on the2z side.

The physical arguments that led to this excitation tec
nique are based on classical simulations of the interac
of a hydrogen atom and HCP. In order to verify the e
ficacy of the technique for a real sodium atom we carri
© 1999 The American Physical Society 4963
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out a full quantum simulation of our actual experiment.
Our quantum calculation consisted of integrating the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation in an essential state ba-
sis of 1400 states, using sodium dipole moments and
our measurement of the HCP electric field [13]. They
show that, for an initial red Stark state, the resulting wave
packet consists primarily of the initial state and red Stark
states from neighboring manifolds in a roughly Gauss-
ian distribution in energy. For n̄ � 30, the orbital pe-
riod TK is 4.1 ps, and the wave packet orbits along on a
line on one side of the core. As the wave packet oscil-
lates, it disperses and revives due to the anharmonicity of
the Coulomb potential. This wave packet is illustrated in
Fig. 1. At a time 2.0 TK after the HCP, the uncertainty
product Dz Dpz is only twice the minimum allowed by
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.

Our experiment consists of illuminating a sodium
atomic beam with optical pulses and HCPs, and detecting
ions as a function of the delay between pump and probe
HCPs. Figure 2 shows the geometry of the interaction
region formed by three copper plates, each measuring
10 cm 3 10 cm. The beams intersect between the bottom
two plates which are separated by 1 cm. We apply a
voltage across these plates to provide the dc Stark field, as
well as a pulsed collection field that pushes ions towards
our detector, an electron multiplier.

The first step of the excitation process is to excite the red
Stark state in sodium from the n � 30 manifold, for Stark
fields less than the 75 V�cm field at which states from
neighboring manifolds cross. To accomplish this we use
a pair of nanosecond-pulse, tunable dye lasers, one tuned
to the 3s-3p resonance (589 nm) and the other tuned to
take population from the 3p state to the final Rydberg Stark
state (411 nm). The next step of the excitation uses a HCP
to coherently redistribute population from the initial state
to other red Stark states in neighboring manifolds. We

FIG. 1. Linear-orbit wave packet at the outer and inner
turning points of its orbit. The plots show the probability
distribution projected onto the x-z plane at two times following
the HCP. The Kepler period, TK , is 4.1 ps for n̄ � 30.
4964
generate HCPs inside the vacuum chamber using standard
large-aperture photoconductive antennas fabricated from a
25 mm-square piece of semi-insulating GaAs that is biased
with up to 11 kV [14]. The emitters are triggered using
a 130 fs pulse from a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier
that uniformly illuminates the surface of the emitter with a
fluence of 40 mJ�cm2.

Measurements of HCPs [13,14] show that their electric
field consists of a short positive peak followed by a
longer, low-amplitude tail. The width of the main peak
at half maximum is �400 fs, whereas the tail extends for
more than 3 ps. As explained by diffraction theory [15],
such pulses must have no dc component and thus have
zero area: the areas of the positive peak and negative tail
cancel. It has been previously shown that zero-area pulses
cannot redistribute population from an initial state if they
are much shorter than the state’s Kepler period [5]. Our
numerical simulations show, however, that because the
tail of our pulse extends for almost a full Kepler period, it
does not significantly alter the redistribution produced by
the short positive peak.

We sample the motion of the wave packet using a
second, delayed HCP to ionize the wave packet. After this
probe HCP, a 50 V, 1 ms pulse is applied to the bottom
plate to push any ions created by the HCP through a slit in
the middle plate and on towards the detector (an electron
multiplier). The field-free region between the middle and
upper plates (which were separated by 4 cm) serves to
delay the arrival of the ions at the detector so that our ion
signal is not obscured by noise from the HCP emitters.
As there is an 8± angle between the pump and probe HCP
beams, we use a 1 mm wide slit that bisects the HCP beams
to ensure that the pump-probe delay for atoms below the
slit varies by no more than 460 fs. We find zero delay
by ionizing the wave packet using two HCPs with electric
fields that point in opposite directions but are equal in
magnitude. At zero delay, the pulses cancel each other,
producing a minimum in the ionization signal.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the interaction region inside the vacuum
chamber. The sodium atomic beam passes between the lower
plates where it intersects the dye laser and HCP beams. The
voltage V �t�, applied across the bottom and middle plates,
provides the dc Stark field as well as a pulsed field that pushes
ions through the slit towards the electron multiplier tube (EMT).
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We use the probe HCP to time resolve the motion of the
wave packet in the following way. As shown previously,
a HCP ionizes the wave packet by giving it a kick [16].
The energy absorbed by the atom depends on the direction
of motion of the wave packet during the probe pulse. For
a classical electron moving with velocity v�t�, the change
in energy DW is given by

DW �
Z `

2`
F�t0� ? v�t0� dt0, (1)

where the HCP electric field EHCP exerts a force on
the electron of F�t� � 2e EHCP �t�. Thus the ionization
signal, as a function of delay between the pump and probe
HCPs, shows the motion of the wave packet.

Our simulations show that the wave packet follows
a linear orbit along a line on one side of the core, as
defined by the initial Stark state. One could expect that
this asymmetry could lead to variations in the pump-
probe signal as the relative orientation of the trajectory
and probe pulse were changed. To test this, we measured
the signal for two probe field directions. We changed
the direction of the probe field by simply changing the
polarity of the bias voltage applied to the HCP emitter.
Note that we did not change the way that we made the
wave packet.

Figure 3 shows our pump-probe data for the following
two cases. In both cases the pump pulse formed the wave
packet by kicking the atom’s electron in the 2z direction.
There are a number of interesting features displayed in the
data, some of which are the subject of continuing research.
We can, however, explain all the qualitative features
observed. When the pump and probe pulses are in the
same direction (top figure), the signal at zero delay is a
maximum. This maximum occurs because the pump and
probe pulses add constructively, increasing the ionization
probability of the initial Stark state. If, however, they
are in opposite directions (bottom figure), the pump pulse
reduces the amplitude of the probe pulse to produce a
signal that is initially at a minimum. Furthermore, if the
probe pulse kicks the electron in the 2z direction (top
figure), the signal shows strong modulation at the Kepler
period. But if the probe pulse kicks the electron in the
1z direction (bottom figure), after two Kepler periods
the modulation is greatly reduced. In addition, the signal
level is lower by almost a factor of 4.

One can explain the reduction in signal level by taking
into account the motion of the wave packet during the
ionizing probe pulse. When the probe pulse kicks the
wave packet in the 2z direction, the wave packet is most
likely ionized if it is moving away from the core in the
2z direction, along the direction of the kick. During the
probe pulse a wave packet moving in this direction will
continue to do so, and, as shown by Eq. (1), the atom will
absorb energy throughout the pulse. In a similar way, if
the kick is in the 1z direction, the wave packet is most
likely ionized when moving towards the core, in the 1z
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FIG. 3. Linear-orbit wave packet signal. The time delay
between the pump and probe pulses is in units of the 4.1 ps
Kepler period. The pump HCP had a 1 kV peak field in the 1z
direction. The probe pulse had a 3 kV peak field in either the
1z or 2z direction. The insets show the relative orientation of
the wave packet (when at its outer turning point) and the kick
F it receives from the probe HCP. Note that when the probe
kicks the wave packet away from the core the signal is larger
and shows increased modulation.

direction. In this case, however, there is a chance during
the pulse that the wave packet can pass the point at which
it is closest to the core (perihelion) and change direction
to travel in the 2z direction. Thus the remainder of the
probe pulse actually lowers the energy of the wave packet,
reducing the probability of ionization. Effects of this kind
were seen in HCP ionization of oriented, stationary states
[17]. Here we are seeing the effect of motion of the
wave packet during the pulse. This effect also produces
a reduction of modulation when the probe pulse kicks the
wave packet towards the core.

An interesting signature of a linear-orbit wave packet
is the effect the Stark field has on its orbital period. If
the Stark field is applied in the 1z direction, it raises the
potential on the 1z side of the core, and lowers it on the
2z side. A wave packet moving along the 2z side of
the core can travel farther in this distorted potential before
it reaches the classical outer turning point (aphelion).
Thus its orbital period is increased slightly, about 2%
for a 40 V�cm field. One can calculate the period of a
4965
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FIG. 4. Measurements showing the effect of the Stark field on
the wave packet motion. The time of the revival peaks is plot-
ted versus the Stark field, ES . The points are experimental data,
with the error bars indicating the uncertainty in determining the
location of the revival peak. The line is calculated using theory
presented in the text.

linear-orbit wave packet formed from red Stark states
from the separation of the states as a function of the Stark
field, ES . The change in the period (DT ) given a change
in the Stark field (DES) is, in atomic units,

DT � 3n̄4DES . (2)

To see this change we waited until the wave packet
revival, some 10–11 Kepler periods after the wave
packet’s formation. Figure 4 shows the times of the peaks
in the pump-probe signal in the vicinity of the revival for a
range of Stark fields. Also shown is the prediction derived
using Eq. (2), namely, Trev�ES� � Trev �0� �1 1 3n̄4DES�,
which agrees well with our experimental observations.
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